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The ever-growing demand for more computing power forces
hardware vendors to put an increasing number of multiprocessors into a single server system, which usually exhibits a
non-uniform memory access (NUMA). In-memory database
systems running on NUMA platforms face several issues
such as the increased latency and the decreased bandwidth
when accessing remote main memory. To cope with these
NUMA-related issues, a DBMS has to allow flexible data
partitioning and data placement at runtime.
In this demonstration, we present ERIS, our NUMAaware in-memory storage engine. ERIS uses an adaptive
partitioning approach that exploits the topology of the underlying NUMA platform and significantly reduces NUMArelated issues. We demonstrate throughput numbers and
hardware performance counter evaluations of ERIS and a
NUMA-unaware index for different workloads and configurations. All experiments are conducted on a standard server
system as well as on a system consisting of 64 multiprocessors, 512 cores, and 8 TBs main memory.
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Figure 1: Super Linear Index Lookup Scalability of
ERIS on a SGI UV 2000.

exhibit a non-uniform memory access (NUMA). On NUMA
platforms, each multiprocessor has its own local main memory which is accessible by other multiprocessors via a communication network. Database systems running on NUMA
platforms face several issues such as the increased latency
and the decreased bandwidth when accessing remote main
memory. Additionally, NUMA systems worsen the already
bad scalability of latches and atomic instructions in multithreaded applications. To allow database systems to scaleup on today’s and future platforms, NUMA-awareness has to
be considered as a major design principle for the fundamental architecture of a database system. Thereby, a flexible
data partitioning and data placement is needed to restrict
memory accesses to the local main memory of a multiprocessor and to circumvent the latching of data structures.
Our flexible in-memory storage engine—ERIS—was designed to achieve a high read and write throughput on
tera-scale multiprocessor systems. ERIS picks up the concept of the data-oriented architecture (DORA) [3], which
uses a thread-to-data instead of the conventional threadto-transaction assignment. DORA demonstrated that it is
beneficial to adaptively partition data objects on a single
multicore system to reduce lock contention in the context of
OLTP workloads. With ERIS, we extend the data-oriented
architecture to scale-up on large multiprocessor systems and
propose a load balancing mechanism that exploits the topology of the underlying NUMA platform to allow a quick adaption of the partitioning to a changing workload.
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1.

Shared Index

INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the high main memory capacities in
today’s servers, modern database systems are very often in
the position to store their entire data in main memory. Latency and bandwidth of the main memory are the major
bottlenecks of such in-memory DBMSs. The significance
of these bottlenecks increases when we consider the current trend towards tera-scale multiprocessor systems that
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In our evaluation, ERIS achieves a super linear speedup
for the index lookup throughput (1 billion keys) on a NUMA
system equipped with 64 multiprocessors and a total of 512
cores as depicted in Figure 1. While ERIS is able to scale
up on such a platform, a NUMA-unaware storage engine
that shares data objects between transactions struggles with
NUMA-related issues that prevent it from scaling. In contrast, the data-oriented approach of ERIS employs logical
partitioning of the data object, which aligns to the topology
and thus avoids remote memory accesses, utilizes the individual multiprocessor caches better, reduces cache coherence
overhead, and allows accesses to the data structure without
any latches or atomic instructions like compare-and-swap.
For this demonstration, we built an interactive GUI that
connects to an instance of ERIS (or the NUMA-unaware
storage engine) running on a NUMA system. The GUI displays live measurements of the request throughput (in this
demo, we focus on inserts and lookups) as well as hardware
performance counters of link and memory controller usages.
Furthermore, the GUI can be used to interactively change
setup, workload, and load balancing parameters to observe
the behavior of ERIS under changing conditions.
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In this section, we describe the architecture of ERIS and
its individual components as visualized in Figure 2. The central components of the storage engine are the Autonomous
Execution Units (AEU). AEUs can be implemented in many
different ways. For this demonstration, we decided to use
prefix trees [1], which are order-preserving and—contrary
to the B+-Tree—unbalanced. Each core, respectively hardware context, of the platform runs exactly one AEU. All
AEUs pinned on the same multiprocessor use a common
memory manager, because they share the same local main
memory and are thus able to quickly exchange data partitions. A set of partitions—each belonging to a different data
object—is assigned to each AEU. The AEU’s main task is
to manage its partitions and to process incoming data commands (i.e., inserts, lookups, and scans) on these partitions.
To efficiently route data commands between AEUs, ERIS
includes a NUMA-optimized data command routing component. The load balancer of ERIS observes the current
load of the AEUs via a monitoring component and triggers
balancing commands in case of an uneven AEU utilization.
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2.

NUMA-Optimized Data Command Routing

Regarding the memory management, a global memory
manager (per data object) is not feasible on a NUMA platform. Instead, ERIS deploys one memory manager per multiprocessor. Per-multiprocessor memory managers help to
reduce the contention on the memory management subsystem, which is often the bottleneck during writing operations
to a data object. Moreover, this approach limits allocations
to the local main memory. Additionally, our memory managers use thread-local caching to scale with a high number
of cores per multiprocessor.

2.2

NUMA-Optimized
Data Command Routing

The data command routing is an essential part of ERIS,
because AEUs have to be supplied with data commands just
in time. Thus, the main goal of the data command routing
is to distribute data commands at a high throughput, otherwise the routing would become a bottleneck and would limit
the scalability of ERIS. Our data command routing mechanism is shown in Figure 3. The core component is the global
partition table (GPT), which keeps track of the partitioning
of the individual data objects. To implement the GPT of
ERIS, we decided to use a CSB+-Tree [4], because it works
fast for sparsely distributed data and it scales better with an
increasing number of ranges, respectively AEUs, compared
to a simple array.
Besides the GPT, our NUMA-optimized data command
routing uses a two-level buffering strategy. Each AEU uses
a set of small outgoing buffers—one for each running AEU in
the system—and two bigger incoming buffers. Both buffer
types are stored in the local main memory of each AEU to
provide fast access to them.
Every time an AEU generates a data command, it starts
with looking up the responsible AEU(s) for that data command in the GPT (step 1 in Figure 3). As soon as the the
target AEU is determined, the source AEU writes the data
command to its corresponding outgoing buffer, which is pri-

AEUs and Memory Management

Traditional architectures bind transactions to a number of
threads and use a global memory manager (per data object).
This way of accessing and storing the data is highly discouraging when running on NUMA platforms, because data is
distributed in an uncoordinated way across the memories of
different multiprocessors. This in turn causes a high number
of remote memory accesses by the transaction threads.
For that reason, ERIS employs a data-oriented architecture where each data object is logically partitioned. Each
AEU gets a set of disjoint partitions (range partitioning)
assigned—each one belonging to a different data object—
and is exclusively responsible for that portion of the individual data object. This approach restricts memory accesses
of an AEU to the multiprocessor’s local main memory and
data objects do not have to be protected against concurrent
accesses via latches.
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vate to the AEU (step 2). If an outgoing buffer is either full
or a timeout is reached, the specific outgoing buffer is copied
to the incoming buffer of the target AEU (step 3). This local pre-buffering dramatically increases the data command
routing throughput, because the contention on the incoming buffers is reduced and multiple data commands can be
copied sequentially.
While outgoing buffers are private to an AEU and thus
do not require any concurrency control, incoming buffers are
written by different AEUs and are read by the host AEU in
at the same time. For that reason, incoming buffers need
an efficient and ideally latch-free concurrency control mechanism. Here, we employ an adapted version of the latch-free
multi-buffer proposed in LLAMA [2].

2.3

of the partition and the target AEU adds it to its own partition. This operation is very cheap for the prefix trees used in
our AEU implementation. A copy operation requires a cooperation of source and target AEU to avoid remote memory
accesses. The target AEU forwards the transfer command to
the source AEU, which flattens the partition to an exchange
format and streams it sequentially to the target AEU. The
target AEU converts the data stream and links it to its existing partition.

3.

DEMONSTRATION

Figure 4 shows a screenshot of our demo application. The
various details shown in the GUI as well as the demo experience are detailed in the following sections.

Load Balancing

3.1

ERIS requires a load balancer component to adapt the
partitioning to changing workloads. Based on the access
frequencies captured in the monitoring component (cf. Figure 2), the load balancer periodically checks the load of
ERIS for imbalances. If necessary, the load balancer executes a load balancing algorithm that calculates a new partitioning. Based on the optimization goal, the partitioning can either be optimized for throughput or for energyefficiency. In the case of a throughput optimization, hot
data is evenly distributed across the AEUs. To optimize
for energy-efficiency, some AEUs only receive cold or even
no data at all to allow the operating system to throttle the
corresponding cores or to turn cores or multiprocessors completely off. With the help of the current and the targeted
partitioning, the load balancer computes a series of balancing commands that are routed to the involved AEUs.

Demo Setup

In our demo, we directly connect to a NUMA system to
measure and display the transaction throughput (1 in Figure 4) achieved by ERIS or a NUMA-unaware shared index.
In addition to throughput values, our GUI shows link and
memory controller utilization (2 in Figure 4) using hardware performance counters to reason about the algorithms’
behaviors. To convey our load balancing algorithms, repartitioning commands (3 in Figure 4) are also visualized during
the demo.
We use two different NUMA systems for our demo.
The first machine (AMD machine) has 8 multiprocessors,
64 cores, and 64 GBs main memory. The second machine
(SGI machine) is a SGI UV 2000 [5] with 64 multiprocessors,
512 cores, and 8 TBs main memory.

3.2

Load Balancing Algorithms.

Demo Walkthrough

The visitor of our demo will be able to choose one of the
two available machines (4 in Figure 4) as well as one of
the two basic implementations (5 in Figure 4), i.e., ERIS
and the NUMA-unaware shared index. Both machines show
NUMA effects to a different extend and comparing the
rather small AMD machine with the large SGI machine
demonstrates the scalability of ERIS and the lacking scalability of the shared index, respectively.
When the visitor has decided in favor of a machine and
an algorithm, the demo tool will start with filling the index
with random keys. This prepares the following lookup of
keys and at the same time the insert throughput can be
observed. Following the insert phase, the demo tool will
query random keys, evenly distributed over the key range.
At all times, the GUI charts live throughput values as well
as link utilization and memory controller bandwidths. Comparing different setups, the demo visitor will see that ERIS
causes very little link activity compared to the shared index.
At the same time, ERIS is able to achieve a considerably
higher memory controller bandwidth and hence transaction
throughput. Both hardware performance measures reflect
the significantly better data locality and hence lower communication penalty of ERIS.
Starting from a basic setup, the demo visitor has several
options to interactively influence the course of the demo and
to observe the algorithms’ behaviors.

The load balancing algorithm receives the approximated
access frequency distribution of the recent sample period as
well as the current partitioning as inputs and outputs the
targeted partitioning. The most aggressive, but also most
costly approach is taken by the One-Shot load balancing
algorithm. This algorithm computes the average access frequencies of all partitions and calculates a target partitioning
that is fully balanced. The One-Shot algorithm is suitable
for workloads that change rarely but heavily. An alternative
algorithm uses a moving average (MA) over a subset of partitions to calculate the target partitioning from the current
access frequencies. The MA algorithm adapts more slowly
to the new workload, but does not cause as much balancing
overhead as the One-Shot algorithm and is thus suitable for
highly dynamic workloads. The aggressiveness of the MA
algorithm depends on the window size and turns into the
One-Shot algorithm for a sufficiently large window.

Partition Transfer.
If the load needs to be balanced, each AEU that has to
grow or shrink its local partition receives a balancing command. Besides the information about the new partition
range, a balancing command includes a set of transfer commands. There are two different types of transfers, depending on the distance between source and target AEU. When
both are located on the same multiprocessor, the cheap link
mechanism can be used, whereas the copy mechanism is used
for transfers between multiprocessors. For the link transfer
mechanism, the source AEU unlinks the respective portion

Number of Partitions/Multiprocessors.
The first choice is the number of AEUs (6 in Figure 4)
and therefore partitions. At the same time, the number of
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the ERIS Live Demo Application.

4.

partitions directly determines the number of multiprocessors
that are used by the algorithm.
By adding or removing partitions and multiprocessors respectively, the demo visitor can observe that the throughput
of ERIS scales linearly with the number of multiprocessors.

CONCLUSIONS

In this demo proposal, we introduced ERIS, our NUMAaware in-memory storage engine. ERIS is designed for flexible data partitioning and data placement and restricts memory accesses to the local main memories of the multiprocessors. To achieve scalability on tera-scale NUMA systems,
ERIS implements NUMA-aware thread and memory management, a highly optimized command routing, and NUMAaware load balancing mechanisms.

Skewed Workloads.
The second interactive choice is the workload (7 in Figure 4). The demo visitor can switch between a workload
that evenly queries the whole key range and several skewed
workloads with hot spots in the key range. While the shared
index is agnostic to workload changes and has an equally low
throughput, the demo visitor can see how the load balancer
of ERIS adapts to new workload conditions. Load balancing commands (i.e., commands to transfer a range of keys
from one AEU to a different one) are visualized on a logical
level. At the same time, the charted throughput values as
well as the link and memory controller utilizations reflect
the load balancing activities.
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Load Balancing Algorithms.
The third choice in our demo setup is the specific load
balancing algorithm (8 in Figure 4) and hence related to
the choice of the workload. The demo visitor can choose between no load balancing at all or from different load balancer
implementations such as the One-Shot algorithm or the MA
algorithm with different parameters. Whenever the workload is changed, the behavior of the currently selected load
balancing algorithm can be observed and the demo visitor
can easily see their differences like gentle or steep performance drops and quick or slow recoveries.
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